IXL Winter Adventures
1ST GRADE MATH
Keep up the studying this season with IXL Winter Adventures! Set out on a journey through math
with 20 days of skills and activities, each with its own fun theme.
Tip: To quickly find each skill, type the three-character skill ID into the search bar at the top left
of the page on IXL!
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Counting on the hundred chart (XUD)
Happy hundreds
Hundred chart (64Q)
Add using doubles plus one (XAY)
Double or nothing
Subtract zero and all (PEQ)

The real world

Use the Real-Time Diagnostic for 20 minutes.

Skip-counting by tens (N89)
Top ten
Write numbers as tens and ones up to 20 (5HL)

Complete a pattern (HHW)
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Perfect patterns
Activity: Create your own pattern. You can use blocks, toys, coins, or even
silverware! Can you make a second pattern with the same items? A third?

Addition facts - sums up to 20 (6TM)
20/20 vision
Subtraction facts - up to 20 (PV5)
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Holds more or less (7E5)
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Less is more
Addition and subtraction sentences for word problems - up to 20
(VJR)

Wall of wonder

Pick two skills off your Recommendations wall to practice!

Addition and subtraction - ways to make a number (Q8E)
Mathematical
makeup
Compose two-dimensional shapes (YEU)

Square corners (YSG)
Back to square
one
Activity: Can you find 10 items in your house that have square corners?

Equal sides (QT9)
All things equal
Equal parts - halves and fourths (HVX)

Skill safari

Pick a challenge from your award board and try to earn it!

Counting - up to 100 (SUW)
Role model
Place value models up to 100 (5CG)

Compare sides and corners (EML)
Take a side
Beside and next to (JNZ)
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Read a calendar I (Y2K)
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Day

It’s calendar time!

Compare objects: length and height (D7U)
Beyond compare
Compare numbers up to 10 using words (2PE)

17

Try it out

Day

Good things come
in threes

18
Day

19

Activity: What day is it today? Ask a grown-up for the day of the week,
month, and day. What day will it be tomorrow? What day will it be 5 days
from now?

Pick two “Try something new” recommendations off your wall to explore!

Add three numbers - make ten (8B2)

Two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes (2NN)

Which sign makes the number sentence true? (7JY)
True facts
Fact families (WD2)

Which table is correct? (CSH)

Day
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Dazzling data

Activity: Pick a topic and create a table or graph. You could ask your friends
what their favorite season is or count the fruits and veggies in your kitchen.
Be creative!

